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Edward Smith's Suspicious Behaviours.

The following is a discussion of Edward Smith's statements, pages 43-45 in the book.  When I
realised the time it would take for the police to arrive, I wondered what Edward Smith had done in
those hours. From his deposition he went to get Hezekiah Watts and George Smith to help him find
the bodies of Carroll and Kennagh. But it appears they remained in the general area for the fours
hours before the police arrived.  What were they doing? We will  never know, but it  seemed very
suspicious. This led to further questions and hypotheses to try and make sense of his questionable
statements.

Many questions were raised at the time about the extent of Edward Smith's involvement in the
murder of the Special Constables.  

It is my contention that Smith's statements and behaviours were motivated by three objectives.
These objectives may have developed simultaneously, or they may have evolved separately. 

Looking at these behaviours in chronological order, one of Edward's objectives would be to allay
the suspicions that Carroll had against him. According to Woodland, Smith had heard that Carroll
was going to  

get up a case against Ned Smith of the Jinden station that would astound him.1

Whilst Edward might want to show Carroll he was helpful, and reduce the possibility of charges,
he now has a motive for murder. However with no court conviction, he cannot be accused. 

To  this  end  Edward  Smith  met  Carroll  at  Vider's  Hotel  on  27  December  1867 where  it  was
assumed, at the time, that he encouraged the Special Constables to come out to Jinden to look for the
boys.  Smith denied this  meeting  later  in  court,  but  there  had been several  witnesses,  including
Anthony Vider, the publican. 

The Special Constables arrived at Jinden on 8 January 1867. Smith was a gracious host, giving
them a meal, accommodation and stabling and feeding of their horses. 

Despite the fact that he had not seen or heard of the boys for four days he possibly suggested a
visit to Daniel Guinea and Hezekiah Watts on 9 January. It would be reasonable to assume they had
discussed their plans for  finding the boys. This would put them on the track where they would be
killed later that day. 

It was also thought that he encouraged them to walk rather than ride. The fact that they were on
foot and dead on his property would however be cause for concern. But we shall see that Smith has a

1 QA, 28 December 1867.



solution to this problem. Was the meeting at Vider's solely to ingratiate himself, or was the plan to
murder the Special Constables already in the pipeline and this meeting was part of the plan? This
could mean Smith was in league with others. But would others have implicit trust in Smith?2 These
significant details are not known. 

Carroll's conversation with Watts and George Smith, his employee, (no relation to Edward), over
lunch on 9 January, as recorded in their depositions, also indicated the boys were in the area, despite
not being seen since the previous week.

The Special Constables were murdered on the track back to Jinden, late in the afternoon of 9
January. 

John Lynn, Smith's employee, was sent on a message to Bell's Creek the next morning - the 10
January. He discovered the bodies of Phegan and MacDonnell.  He went back to Jinden to inform
Smith. After viewing the bodies Smith sent Lynn to Ballalaba to inform Senior Sergeant Byrne of the
murders, Smith then went to get Hezekiah Watts and George Smith to help him look for Carroll and
Kennagh. Why would he need help? This is another of Smith's objectives - to construct confusing
evidence to reduce his chance of being blamed for the murders. 

As Byrne turned up at Jinden at about 2 pm that day, on district business, they would have had
about four hours by themselves to search the area. The crime site would not have been secured. It
could be assumed that any accidental evidence left over from the murders would have been removed.
Any footprints and horse prints found are now not necessarily those of the murderers. The wad and
white paper found near the large tree was the only evidence other than horse and foot prints.  Was it
accidentally dropped at the time of the murders? Was it put there by Edward Smith?  The wad and
paper  was not  definitive  evidence  against  any  particular  person.   Byrne  did  explain  that  police
cartridges were in yellow paper, but this is not proof that police were not involved. It possibly could
have been used to implicate Johnny in the murders,  as it  had been stated that he had a breech
loading rifle at the cattle camp the week before, and/or Mick O'Connell for supply of ammunition, but
nothing was ever made of this evidence in depositions or at the trials. 

Smith,  Smith  &  Watts  were  not  questioned  when  making  their  depositions  nor  were  they
questioned in court about their movements during those four hours. There are no letters or telegrams
with this information.  Neither was Smith questioned about his activities on the afternoon of the  9
January.  Nor is  there any indication that the Attorney General  or the Inspector of  Police raised
questions about this lack of information in the depositions.  Further,  without any evidence to the
contrary  the  vagaries  in  the  depositions  renders  the  events  open  to  surmise  and  questions  the
trustworthiness of all involved.

Smith, Smith and Watts also visited Mrs McEnnery that afternoon. Nothing was asked about the
reasons for their visit which could be very intimidating. Did it change any evidence Mrs McEnnery
would give? She obviously did not tell them about the four men she saw walking away from the track.
They were not included in Smith's story. Smith only spoke about the boys and that they had horses. 

On 11 January 1867, James Griffin rode across to the Foxlow area, a distance of at least 20 miles,
which would take more than three hours to travel, to visit his friend James Donoghoe. He wanted to
be the first to bring the news of the murders. Rather stupidly James told Donoghoe that he was with
the horses. That is all he said. He did not give the details he supposedly gave to Edward Smith on the
13 January. Although Dalley, James' defence solicitor, disagreed, one does assume that to give this
answer when asked about his involvement in the murders, implies that he held the horses for the

2 Henry Parkes Correspondence. Henry Parkes letter to D.H.Campbell President of the Royal  
Commission, 26 January 1867. States that W Gregson, former manager of  the Joint Stock  
Bank Braidwood, said he would rather put his life with Clarke than with Smith.



assassins. Dalley disputed that inference. Griffin also said the assassins were the Clarke gang. 
Griffin had visited Smith on several occasions before the murders. His statement to Donoghoe,

coupled with the contradictions in Smith's depositions, and the questionable events related to the
horses,  indicate that he and Smith were hoping to claim at least some of the reward money for
information about the murders. This is also one of Smith's objectives. Did James realise that his
involvement with the horses would result in gaol time? Would probably ten years gaol be worth the
amount of money involved? It was not until the 14 January that the reward of £250 for Tommy, was
increased to £1000, with £5000 in total for conviction of all the assassins.  

 We know reward is central to Smith's statements as he wrote to Parkes twice and then hired the
solicitors Want Son & Johnson of Pitt St., Sydney in October 1867 and again in November 1867 to act
for him, as his applications for reward were being ignored.3  One of his letters was written from 80
Swanston St., Melbourne, which was the site of the Princes Bridge Hotel.  Smith said he had to leave
the colony because of the information he gave in court.4                                                                              

He also said,  
he had worked the case up

which may indicate his statements were designed to prove the boys committed the murders.5 So, his
claims about James Griffin and the gang’s involvement in the murder of the Special Constables is in
serious doubt. 

However  for  Edward  Smith  to  work  the  case  up, he  needed  James  Griffin  for  additional
involvement. Edward further included James in his third statement made on 21 February.  James
had been arrested on 19 January. He was in gaol and unable to confer with Edward. Edward may
have hoped that his story would be easily accepted and have the support of the police as it was a story
that would incriminate Tommy, Johnny and Bill Scott. 

In his letter to the Inspector General, Orridge, Superintendent of Police in Braidwood, accepted
Edward Smith’s evidence that three men were involved in the shooting and a fourth probably held the
horses.6 As well the fact that the police did not question any part of his story and the fact that the
prosecution did not recall Daniel Byrne and Sergeant Lenthall to establish Smith's perjury in James
Griffin's trial for the murder of Carroll and later of Kennagh, showed that Smith would have been
correct in guessing his story would have support. 

Further,  information as to the time Carroll's party would  return to Jinden had to come from
Watt's end of the track. The murderers needed to be ready, quiet and in position. This point, also, was
not raised for the depositions or in the trials. The Attorney General, in recognising that there was not
enough evidence to support a charge of murder against the boys ended Smith's hopes of being eligible
for the full reward. In fact, Edward's duplicity was recognised and he was not compensated at all for
his efforts.  

On 17 January, Smith left to  take cattle for sale in Gippsland and returned after three weeks, on
7 February. He had been subpoenaed in Cooma by Sergeant Lenthall, on his return from Gippsland.
However it appears that his answers to any question by Lenthall, had not been documented. Lenthall

3 NSWSR, Col Sec  Papers, 67/6692, 4/607.
4 It appears Edward did not want to be found, moving from Sydney to Melbourne. In June 1867 

Orridge had written to the police in Melbourne asking them to keep an eye on him as it was not 
unlikely he would try to "clear out."

5 NSWSR, Col Sec  Papers, 67/6692, 4/607.
6 O'Sullivan, The Bloodiest, pages 104/5.



did  not  appear  to  have  a  signed  statement  of  the  information  Smith  gave  him  in  Cooma.  His
depositions made on 14 and 21 February, were then full of contradictions. He denies he said anything
at Cooma about the boys or Mick O’Connell’s comments on the murders of the Special Constables.
When later questioned about these denials he claimed he had been threatened with harm by one of
James’  brothers  if  he implicated James.7 However,  Dalley  thought  this  itself  was fabrication,  as
Edward would have police protection at Jinden and later when he was in Sydney. In this statement
Edward claims he was drunk most of the weekend.   Smith has had a lot of time to do some thinking
about his responses to questioning.  Perhaps this  is  when he decided he would have to leave the
district. 

In Smith's first statement, on 14 February, he denied that he and James had anything to do with
the bushrangers at the cattle camp. But Thomas Lynn showed this to be false in his deposition.  In
this statement he also says that James spent the night of 8 January at Jinden.   He contradicts
himself in his third statement when he says that James arrived at Jinden about 7.30 am on the
morning of 9 January. This latter time is supported by John Lynn in his deposition for R v James
Griffin and Michael O'Connell, Murder. It appears Smith would change his developing story to suit
himself at any given time.   

In his third and fourth statements, also under oath, he is claiming to relate the information about
the murders as told to him by James Griffin. These statements contradicted everything he had said
previously relating to his knowledge of the murders of the Special Constables. He implicates James,
the gang, and Mick O'Connell.  He also says he never invited Carroll  to  his  place.   According to
Edward Smith, James told him these details, in a private, unwitnessed conversation, 20 yards from
the hotel. It would be just after or even before this statement that Edward moved to Sydney. He
stated in James' trial, on 30 May, that he had been in Sydney for seven, eight or nine weeks. The 21
February would be nine weeks before James' trial. Smith did not give the story of the murders until
after James was arrested. Do we assume James was party to this information? Is this why James
wanted to submit a statement at his trial?8 Edward confirmed his third statement in James' trials for
the murder of Carroll and later for Kennagh. It was never made clear exactly what information from
Edward could or could not be relied on. So, we could assume he may have committed perjury over
many of his statements; the court never ruled this way. But Edward had admitted to perjury.
  When he stated, in his third statement and in court, that he had told Byrne about the murders on
Sunday 13 January,   Dalley claimed this was another of Edwards fabrications as Byrne had not
passed on this information. Dalley also stated that the Crown did not recall  Sergeants Byrne or
Lenthall to corroborate Smith. This would prove Smith's perjury and none of his evidence would be
allowed.9 A copy of Dalley's speech can be found on the web page.  

The trial report10 shows he could not give a straight answer to many questions. The ducking and
weaving, the I can't remembers and the confusion about when he was drunk and when sober does not
give anyone confidence in his answers. 

When the events of the afternoon of the 9 January, as related by Edward Smith on 21 February in
his third statement, are examined closely they appear to be very dubious leaving one to wonder at
their credibility. 

Edward's story involving James and the boys hinges on four critical, but questionable, factors -

7 One could question this statement based on the fact that this brotherly love did not last. James 
died alone in Dubbo after early release from gaol for ill health. 

8 See Henry Zouch, page 52 in book.
9 SMH, 31 May 1867. James Griffin's trial for the murder of John Carroll. 
10 SMH, 1 May 1867.



• That the horses were held by James 300 yards away.

• That Tommy was barefoot.

• That after Phegan and MacDonnell were shot, Carroll and Kennagh ran from the area.

• That Tommy's motive was that Carroll had arrested his sisters.

Byrne found where the horses may have been held, 300 yards away. He does not say that he was
told where to look by Smith, Smith and Watts, but he found the area in the few short hours he was at
the site. How did Smith, Smith and Watts know where to find these prints? or did they themselves
make the horse prints?  The prints needed to be somewhere as James was self-importantly telling
people he held the horses. Smith needed to have someone at the scene of the murder so he could
relate the events of that afternoon.  The 300 yards would certainly ensure that no noise from the
horses belonging to the assassins would be heard by the Special Constables as they made their way
along the track. However, both  James and  Senior Constable Byrne said you could hear what was
being  said  at  the  ambush  site.11 12 Hearing  conversations  300  yards  away  is  beyond  logical
explanation, even beyond imagination.                                              

For James to be later with the boys is because Tommy was allegedly barefoot. Smith states13

......  that after Phegan and McDonnell were shot Kennagh and Carroll retreated
together down the flat. Tommy Clarke, pulled his boots off, got round to the back of
Kennagh and fired a shot at him. Tommy called for the horses and they were brought
down. 

This alleged behaviour of Tommy's does not make any sense at all. Why would he take his boots off in
the middle of an active skirmish? Then, instead of pulling his boots back on he waits for the horses to
come  down. The horses were 300 yards away, too far to be called. Tommy could have whistled for the
horses and James would just need to release them. Horses can be taught to respond to a whistle, and
other horses will follow the leading horse. An average whistle can be heard half a mile away and
horses can detect sounds 2.5 miles away. It would be reasonable to suppose that bushrangers would
train their horses to respond to a whistle, so quick getaways can be made, if needed.  By involving
James with the murder scene Smith was ensuring a long gaol sentence or the death penalty for
James. 

If as Smith suggested, Carroll and Kennagh ran off the track and through the bush, it would be to
serve two purposes. One to remove themselves from immediate danger, and two to find cover while
they planned their next step. The thought that perhaps it was two against an unknown number

11 O'Sullivan, The Bloodiest, page 103.
12 Byrne -  Byrne accepted the 300 yards; Byrne was not recalled for cross examination in court 

about Edward Smith's statement that he had reported James story about the murder of the  
Specials to him on the 13th January. Maybe not all of Edward's story was lies - it should have 
been checked; Woodward later chose to report the whereabouts of the Clarkes to Fairfield  
station,  not to Byrne.  Do we need to question Byrne's  agenda? The Byrne family name is  
associated with rebel held counties in Ireland at the time of the Rebellion.

13 Braidwood Independent, 21 September 1867.



would have been very daunting. 
To wait for the horses, for even a few minutes, would give the police time to find cover. With

cover,  the murderers would be upon them before they realised,  and under fire  from Carroll  and
Kennagh. 

Tommy would be a lot fitter than the stout, 45 year old, prison warder Carroll. He would easily
catch him.  So were others involved? Others that gave chase and  were successful. Or does it indicate
that Carroll and Kennagh were not on the track in the first place, but making their own way through
the bush, staying off the track as Watts had suggested? When they heard the shooting, they made
their way towards the path to give support to Phegan and MacDonnell. This would account for them
not being under cover, and easily found by the murderers. Mrs McEnnery, in her evidence, claimed
that the two lots of shooting were about an hour apart. If this is correct, what was happening during
all this time? 

Also  it  needs  to  be considered that  the  direction from the  track which led to  their  bodies  is
populated with large rocks that would have provided an ideal hiding place, if they were running
away.  It was much closer than the half a mile from the track where they were found. Henry Parkes
was very surprised that the Special Constables would run. Did they run, or were the bodies of Carroll
and Kennagh moved to fit in with Edward Smith's story? They would have to be moved on 9 January,
before John Lynn found the two bodies the next day. In a letter to Sir John Young, Parkes said they
were brave men, well-armed, and that Carroll being very intelligent for his class and could handle
rifles well and was as brave as a lion. He did not think they would surrender. He thought they had
been the victims of some extraordinary treachery, and that Carroll was betrayed to his death by
some person who had offered to put him on the track of the bushrangers …. or possibly he was shot
down in pure revenge by new enemies  whom he had made by his late proceedings. 14 This statement
of Parkes' appears to be a very carefully worded accusation of Edward Smith the harbourers and
even the police.
  However, Parkes needed to justify his appointment of the Special Constables against the  wishes
of his superiors, and the criticism of those that thought the Special Constables should have been
brought back to Sydney once their cover was blown soon after they arrived. 

Smith claims that Tommy's motive was because his mother and sisters had been shown no mercy
when they were arrested and taken into Braidwood. There was no one at home to look after the
younger children which was a concern. His sisters, Ann and Margaret, had to face court but their case
was  dismissed.  Carroll  had  already  faced  much  criticism  for  these  actions  in  the  town.  Would
condemnation be a motive from someone who had not taken the opportunity to wound police when
they were trying to kill/wound him on many previous occasions?
  There are further problems with Edward’s information. Because the gang had not been seen  in
the district for almost a week, Smith had to invent a scenario where the boys are brought up.

 Where were they brought up from? 

No sightings were reported anywhere in the district since 4 January. 

Further, Mick O’Connell had supposedly given James two bottles15 of gin to bring the boys up on
the 8 January. James had a half-bottle of gin with him on the morning of the 9 January, when he

14 Parkes’ letter to Sir John Young, Parkes' Correspondence, Vol 45 pages 57 – 63. Mitchell 
Library.

15 NSWSR, Regina v Michael N O'Connell & James Griffin, Murder. 9/6500.



called in at Smith’s place.  So one and half bottles of gin amongst four men was supposed to give them
courage  for  24  hours?  The  Special  Constables  were  not  murdered  until  late  afternoon  of  the  9
January.  Where were the boys on the night of the 8th? Mick O'Connell supposedly asked if the gin
had taken effect. He had previously been reported as saying he was his own best customer. He would
have no doubt as to the effect of any gin.16

Despite  all  of  the  above  points,  Smith escaped charges,  James was  later  found guilty  of  the
murder of Patrick Kennagh and the boys have been accused of murder for the last 150 years without
any real evidence. This is despite the fact that the Attorney General decided there was not enough
evidence against the boys.      

Conclusion - Further Hypotheses. 

What can be made with the evidence we have available, as to who killed the Special Constables? 
From the multitude of inconsistencies, some suggestions can be made. These suggestions cannot

have any legal basis as the evidence was not properly established at the time nor were charges laid.
From all the disconnected and questionable information I would suggest two possible ideas.

1. Edward Smith did not know who the actual assassins were but saw a chance of making some of
the reward money.  

2. Edward Smith, police and some harbourers were involved. Edward could not name others, without
involving  himself  or  experiencing  significant  retribution  anywhere  in  the  colonies  if  police  were
involved. But he could name people that were not involved, especially when he was out of the district.
He may even have brought the Special's horses to the police as they were returning to Jinden on the
afternoon of the 9 January. They would think they saw a friend, and a relief from walking in the heat;
they would be relaxed and off their guard.

The key distractor was the red herring introduced by the location of Carroll and Kennagh's dead
bodies. According to Mrs McEnnery, the second lot of gunfire came an hour after the first and from
further away. This could quite easily happen if the dead bodies were moved on 9 January. Then firing
a few guns to indicate, to anyone able to hear, that they were killed in a different location. This would
require  horses  and leave  innumerable  horse  prints.  It  would  also  confirm Parkes'  thoughts  that
Carroll would  not run, and it would also explain why they didn't hide behind the large rocks.

The  blood  money  was  another  distractor.  Whilst  most  people  would  know  that  the  Special
Constables were not bounty hunters they  could be demonised as such, making them easier to kill. 

Many questions are raised from the evidence we have on these murders. The story as told by
Edward  Smith  has  too  many  questionable  statements,  to  be  believed.  Hence  several  different
hypotheses are put forward to try and make sense of the events on 9 January 1867. But we will never
know exactly what occurred that day. 

Of crucial importance is the fact that many obvious questions were not raised by the police or the
courts. These may suggest cover ups by police and an indefensible ignorance of cultural and physical
environments by the Attorney General and the judiciary. This latter was especially significant in
James Griffin's trial for the murder of Kennagh where without the proper explanation to the jury

16 O'Sullivan, The Bloodiest, page 93.



about the possibility of perjury on Edward Smith's part, James was found guilty. He was a scapegoat.
This trial was presided over by Justice Cheeke and we have another instance of his failure to meet all
legal requirements, this time by not directing the jury.  As well, the terms of the Royal Commission
were not comprehensive and failed to ask appropriate questions and did not interview all  stake-
holders.  This resulted in a denial of justice to the Special Constables and their families, and also to
the local inhabitants of the Jinden area producing a stain that has existed for generations. 

Trials of James Griffin and Michael O'Connell.

The trial of Tommy & Johnny was held on the 28th May 1867. As this trial was very contentious
and has to do with events during their capture, and not with the murder of the Special Constables I
have dealt with it later, in Chapter 8. The trials of James Griffin are a result of Edward Smith's
questionable statements about the murder of the Special Constables. Statements that were decided by
the Attorney General to be not sufficient evidence and statements that were questioned even by the
hanging judge, Sir Alfred Stephen, who followed the letter of the law in this trial of  James for the
murder of Carroll.

James Griffin's Trial for the Murder of John Carroll, 30 May 1867.

 James was arrested on the 19 January 1867 and subsequently charged with the murder of Special
Constable John Carroll. He pleaded not guilty. James had no motive for murder. 

The full report of the trial can be found on the web.17 I have confined my information to a summary
of the comments from the defence, William Bede Dalley, from the prosecution, Robert Isaacs. and from
the Chief Justice, Sir Alfred Stephen. These comments were made at the close of the case for the
Crown. The comments were long, taking two and a half hours and I recommend you read the full trial
and comments if you would like to form a more complete picture of the case.
Mr Dalley:  

This young man stands before you charged with a motiveless murder on his part.
There has never been the slightest charge made against him, and the witness for the
Crown  who  has  just  left  the  box,  [James  Donoghoe] and  who  has  known  the
prisoner  since  his  boyhood,  appears  to  be  impressed  with  a  conviction  that  his
character was so high, up to the perpetration of the murder at all events, that no
imputation of crime upon him would be believed by those amongst whom he has
resided.

Crimes of this sort are not usually perpetrated without some adequate motive. In all
cases of murder it is generally insisted on that there is or is not a motive adequate
for the perpetration of the offence.

.....  not  one  murder,  but four murders were  committed on that  melancholy  day.
What is the story of this murder? It rests on two witnesses, and two witnesses alone.
There  have  been  witnesses  called  here  today  whose  testimony  in  no  degree
implicates the prisoner.

17 https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/13142280



What  shall  be  said  of  a  case  where  the  Crown  has  to  be  represented  by  two
witnesses,  [Edward Smith and Mrs McEnnery]  who, the moment they open their
mouths, say, " We are perjurers - not in one, but in a dozen, nay in fifty instances.
We are perjurers from head to foot; and lo! though we have given evidence for the
prisoner in one Court, we are here now to give evidence against him; we are here to
be transformed into beings that everyone must regard with contempt and horror.''
There  is  not  a  scintilla  of  evidence  beyond the  testimony  of  these  self-convicted
perjurers, and there is no corroboration of their statement. The Crown dares not to
attempt to corroborate them.

..... such a murder was committed at this man's very door  [Edward Smith's]- the
victims  being  men  who  a  few  short  hours  before  were  the  partakers  of  his
hospitality,  and  whose  property  was  in  is  keeping  .....  and  you  would  hardly
imagine that there was a man living who, the moment the fact of this atrocity was
communicated to him would not have fled at once to the officers of justice and done
everything possible to discover the perpetrators. He sent to the police; but what did
he say to the police? On his oath he informs you that it is the 14th of February when
he tells a story about the murder, lies about it from first to last, to screen one whom
he now says he believes to be a murderer.

Senior Constable Byrne has been in the court all day, and must have shuddered
when he heard that statement. But, although Byrne is in the Court, the Crown does
not dare to put him in the witness box to corroborate Smith. Smith waits until the
14th of February, and then tells a story which he now declares to be a mass of
perjury, the object of which was to interpose his arm between the hand of justice and
the body of this young man before the Court ..... told no story of them from that time
until the middle of February, after five weeks had elapsed, after the poor victims of
one of the foulest crimes lay rotting in their graves. ..... yet the only excuse for the
mass of perjuries he uttered was his own personal danger. 

..... and who gave no reason why they went on foot? Do you believe he knew no more
of this murder than he has told you? Does not his mass of lies prove that he knew
more? 

The Clarkes were not greater scoundrels if Smith, apprehending what occurred, did
not say to Carroll and his party do not leave my house without having your weapons
ready, and be cautiously on your guard, for those who intend to murder you are
near. Presuming, however, as we must, that he did not anticipate the occurrence, if
that is true, why did he send his boy to the very place where the bodies lay?  

You must presume that these men were sent away without any apprehension on
Smith's part that their lives, were exposed to peril, unless you believe him to have
been  an  accessory  before  the  fact  to  the  murder.  .....  If  he  did  not  expect  any
occurrence of this kind, how do you account for the fact that next morning he was so
interested in their fate and seized with so much alarm, that he sends his boy by a



peculiar route for the single reason that he wished to ascertain their fate, and that
the boy should so shortly return and inform him of the fact of the murder?  
You heard him try to evade the question whether he was sober on the day he heard
the conversations he spoke of, and you heard him at last swear that he was sober;
yet at Braidwood he swore as solemnly ''I was not sufficiently sober to know what
passed that day. 

"I  won't  swear,"  he  says  that  I  did  not  tell  Lenthall  I  was  sorry  Griffin  was
apprehended.'' What! Griffin, the murderer! Griffin, who told that horrible tale of
blood and misery and terror, which would frighten the most hardened! And he says
that he won't swear he did not tell Lenthall he was sorry Griffin was apprehended!
Then he says, "I never said that Griffin would bring home the murder to some one."
ln the same breath he blasts his testimony. 

But the fact is, he has gone about the country telling these stories because he felt
that the popular suspicion pointed to him - that people were saying, ''It is not these
young men who are the murderers, but the man at whose houses the corpses were
lying.'' Had he heard that this young man was making statements which implicated
him, and then did he go round telling stories to arouse suspicion against Griffin
and divert it  from himself? Did he do this to purchase his own escape from the
gallows? That his is one of the most atrocious cases of perjury that ever came before
a judge all must admit. 

Gentlemen, never send a man to the gallows on evidence so questionable. There are
no murders so terrible as judicial murders; there is nothing that will so soon sink a
country in the estimation of the world as a fatal mistake in the administration of
justice. 

Out of this mass of perjury - of contradictions - of inconsistent statements, covering
the whole case as with thick clouds of doubt and falsehood, you will have to grope
your way to a conclusion.

Mr Isaacs:

..... and since my learned friend has introduced so many irrelevant matters it is a
duly incumbent upon me to try and show that many of his statements are not more
worthy of regard than the idle wind which blows about you.  

The learned counsel has told you that the evidence for the Crown rests upon two
witnesses, and that none of the other evidence bears in the remotest degree upon the
case. But even on the sup-position that Mr. Smith was an accomplice - which I do
not  admit,  there  is  confirmatory  evidence  to  an  extent  which  the  law  would
recognise sufficient to corroborate the evidence of even a proved accomplice. Three or
four  witnesses  bring the prisoner in  immediate apposition with  Carroll  and his
party  in  different  parts  of  the  Braidwood  district  for  the  three  or  four  days
preceding the murder. Why was he thus dogging the heels of Carroll and his party.



Even on the supposition that Mr. Smith had ' lied ' to adopt the learned counsel's
phrase, his testimony had been corroborated by other witnesses. ..... But in every
transaction of life there must be only a limited number of persons who can speak of
the immediate particulars con-earning an action, and in a thinly populated district
you cannot expect more than a few witnesses who can positively swear to facts such
as have been sworn to by Smith and Mrs. McEneny.  

The Crown cannot be said not to dare to corroborate when they have witnesses .....
But if there was any sincerity in this observation of the learned counsel he was at
liberty to call both himself, Lynn and Byrne being in Court.  

They went to Guinea's on foot, and might not their reason for doing so have been,
that they thought they could surprise the bushrangers better on foot? That is quite a
reasonable supposition.  

My learned friend said that the attorney who examined Mr. Smith at Braidwood
must have been instructed by Lenthall. Very likely he was, but perhaps Lenthall
mistook what Mr.  Smith said to  him. Lenthall  would, no doubt,  be apt to seize
everything  that  he  thought  would  make  out  a  case,  and  would  very  likely
misunderstand some portions of Mr. Smith's statements. These are matters for your
consideration.  

I maintain that that piece of evidence which Smith gave in answer to a leading
question  put  by  me,  that  Griffin  stated  to  him  that  when  Tommy  Clarke  was
running after Carroll he called for the horses, and he (Griffin) took them to him,
was the most damning piece of evidence which he gave. If Mr. Smith is to "steeled"
in perjury, so "leprous" in perjury as his portrait was drawn by my learned friend
there is no reason why he should not have perjured himself on a former occasion as
much as on this also.  

..... but there was no possible reason why he should perjure himself today.  

As to Mrs. Mc Eneny, I ask you if you ever saw a woman give her evidence in a
clearer or more satisfactory manner.  But my learned friend says that she "lied"
before the magistrates at Braidwood. She tells you that she was under the influence
of terror and the depredations committed on her property appeared to show that her
apprehensions were not altogether groundless. Her husband was not at home, and
her children were there with her.

His Honor (Sir Alfred Stephen): 

The  case  against  the  prisoner  rests  almost  entirely  upon  the  testimony  of  two
persons  who come here  and confess  that  they  are  perjured.  .....  The  question  is
whether to-day they have spoken the truth, because it is perfectly possible that they
have perjured themselves to-day, ..... The prejudice against these witnesses must be
so strong that I cannot but suppose you feel bound to yield to it unless you feel that



you can safely rely upon their latter testimony instead of the former. And I advise
you distinctly to acquit this prisoner unless you feel that the evidence of this man
Smith can be relied on. It can only he relied upon if you thought he was in a state of
alarm, fear, or terror, which led him to perjure himself. Perjury is perjury in all
cases, but it varies in degree, according to circumstances. He who perjures himself
under the influence of terror or charity, under the influence of a desire to save a
beloved rela-tion, stands, and must naturally stand, in a very different category to
the man who swears falsely and deliberately for selfishness, gain, or lucre, malice,
or vindictiveness. It is said that the prisoner has committed a murder for which no
motive is assigned. It may be said that the woman Mrs. McEneny and Smith have
committed perjury. What motive had they for doing so? If no reward was offered I
cannot see how they could have had a motive for what they did. If they swore falsely
for the purpose of getting a reward, then that was a most horribly wicked motive.  

If,  however,  Smith's  evidence  be rejected  there  is  nothing in Mrs.  McEneny's  to
convict the prisoner. ..... Then there is the testimony of Donoghoe, which struck me
as remarkable, as you will recollect that after being repeatedly asked if he could
recollect  no  more,  he  began to  say  in  a  way that  was noticeable  and you must
consider the impression it made upon your minds - that the prisoner told him that
he only held the horses. If that is to be believed, it is of great significance in his case.

Smith answered most of the questions directly the reverse of what he said to day. He
says he did so because he was then under the influence of fear, but a man of strong
mind would rather suffer death than perjure himself. 

The jury, retired at twenty minutes past one, and after twenty minutes' deliberation returned into
Court with a verdict of not guilty. There was some manifestation of feeling on the part of the crowd in
the Court, but the applause was almost instantly suppressed by the police.

Sir Alfred Stephen went to great pains to clearly explain to the jury the necessity of basing their
decision on their opinion of the truth of Edwards Smith's comment. He also linked this to the truth of
Mrs McEnnery's comment. He then further emphasised the importance of  Donoghoe's statement. I
contend that it was apparent to Stephen that Smith's comments were not entirely factual. In law,
perjury should mean the comments of the perjuring person are not accepted at all.  This conduct of
Stephen contrasts significantly to his conduct regarding the Clarke boys.  In their trial there were
several  instances  of  irregular  behaviour  on  the  part  of  Stephen  to  the  detriment  of  the  boys. 18

However Stephen should have had Smith charged for perjury. This would then have meant further
evidence would need to be found before James or anyone else could be charged with murder of the
Specials. James would not have suffered 13 years gaol or contracted TB, dying at 29 years of age. 

Michael O’Connell’s Trial for Harbouring, 21 Aug 1867.

The fact that Michael was found not guilty of the murders, convicted only for seven years (and
released after six years) on the harbouring charge and his property was not sequestrated means that

18 see Chapter 7 in the book.



authors cannot lay any blame in his direction and keep their credibility, without further evidence
coming to light. His harbouring and supply of ammunition causes consternation, but reasons can be
offered.
  Both Michael and Daniel Guinea had been arrested for the murder of the Special Police, but had to
be  discharged  through  insufficient  evidence.  Mick  was  then indicted  for  affording  aid,  shelter  or
sustenance  to  Thomas Clarke,  in  October  1866,  knowing at  the time that Thomas Clarke  was a
proclaimed outlaw. This trial would be held in Sydney on 20 August 1867.                               

There was evidence that he had often supplied his brother Tom with food and alcohol. In the trial,
Dalley stated,

the prisoner might shelter Thomas Connell to the Day of Judgement if he chose.

 There was also evidence that Michael had bought the necessary ammunition for Tom's rifle,  a
Calisher & Terry carbine. In the judge’s summing up and sentencing he explained that if Michael had
also been charged with supplying ammunition, he would have been sentenced to fifteen years. He was
guilty of that offence but had not been convicted of it.19 
 The judge also lectured Michael for not thinking of his family and what would happen to them in
the event of a prison sentence for harbouring. He did not understand that in Irish culture, Tommy and
Johnny, being nephews, were also family, and that Michael’s role as the patriarch of the family, was to
provide sustenance to the boys, now that their father was dead. The judge, like others then and since,
made the mistake of  referring to  Thomas Clarke as a murderer.  He had never been convicted of
murder.  As one trained in the law, and smart enough to know Michael could not be convicted of
supplying ammunition without being charged, he should not be making mistakes like that.
  As far as ammunition was concerned, Michael was in a predicament. If the police came across the
boys they would shoot without announcing their presence,  not giving the boys the opportunity to
surrender quietly. They had already shot and killed his youngest brother. Unless they are shooting at
outlaws, shooting without warning was,  and still  is,  against  the law. Tommy was an outlaw, but
Johnny and Tom were not outlaws. Whether they would have surrendered in each instance, we will
never know. The gang had not killed any police when cornered, preferring to escape. When the boys
(now just Tommy and Johnny Clarke) were surrounded before their capture, there was a gun battle
for  six  hours,  with  no  fatal  injuries.   The  police  were  hoping  for  surrender  and  waiting  for
reinforcements, the boys hoping for night time and possible escape. 

 Michael would have known of these occasions. He would also have known of the behaviour of the
police. He would not want another brother in an undefended situation. This was his predicament.
 Where did they get their food once Tom O’Connell was incarcerated in early November 1866?  We
do not know how the boys gained access to ammunition, or whether they had a reliable and continuous
supply, or whether they made all of their own bullets. Indirectly the boys may even be supplied by
harbourers who had been given police ammunition.  These questions were never examined in any
court, nor was it followed up later by the police. Michael was the only alleged harbourer examined in
court. 

James Griffin's Trial for the Murder of Patrick Kennagh, September 1867.

The newspaper report does not give the full report of this trial as the evidence for the prosecution
was essentially the same as that in the trial of James for the murder of John Carroll.  New evidence

19 SMH, 22 August 1867.



and the summary of the defence, are reported.20 
Mr Dalley for the defence:

• repeated his criticisms of Edward Smith's  evidence, which was a repetition of his comments at  
James' trial for the murder of John Carroll in May 1867. 

• stated that James Griffin had no motive for the murder of Kennagh.

• states
..... the only evidence on which you are asked to convict this man is the evidence of
persons who come into the witness box and confess that they are
perjurers. That is a novel feature. It is a novel feature that the Crown establish their
case by the evidence of witnesses who confess themselves to be perjurers ..... In olden
times the law of England was that a perjurer's tongue should be cut from out his
head.

• repeated his criticisms of Mrs McEnnery's perjured comments from James' trial for the murder of 
John Carroll, adding a very pertinent point 

The persons of whom Smith speaks were on horseback: the persons she saw  after
the shots were fired were on foot.

     So who did she see?  She claimed it was Tommy, Johnny, Bill and James. But according to Smith
they had horses.  So were there more assassins?  is Smith not telling the truth?

• On Henry McCurley's statement that James had asked him if he wanted to be one of a party to
murder Carroll and his party. Dalley points out that there were no witnesses to this conversation
and accuses McCurley of perjury. 

You saw him crouching down in the witness box, as if fearing that the judgement of
Heaven would fall on him while he was bringing forth those perjuries. You heard
him lying three times consecutively in answer to the three first questions I put to
him. 

The newspaper reporter also commented on McCurley

He gave  his  evidence in a  very undecided and confused way,  and seemed to  be
exceedingly stupid, but his story did not vary.

The Solicitor-General then gave his address and His Honor, Justice Cheeke, summed up. However
he did not give a similar summary to the jury as Alfred Stephen had in James' previous trial. Stephen
key direction to the jury was to explain perjury and to decide whether Edward Smith was telling the
truth. Consequently the jury gave a guilty verdict two hours later. They recommended the prisoner to

20 SMH, 17 & 18 September 1867.



mercy because of his youth and bad associates. James was sentenced to death but this was commuted
to life, of 15 years. 


